
One Security Expert Turns To Another 

The Challenge

Brink’s has evolved from a leading  
armored transportation service carrier to a 
premier provider of secure transportation 
and logistic solutions around the world. 
Founded in 1859, Brink’s is a globally- 
recognized leader in business and  
security services serving banks, retailers, 
governments, mints, diamantaires, and 
jewelers through more than 800 facilities 
and 9,100 vehicles in 50 countries on  
6 continents.

In 2007, Brink’s became concerned  
with their existing infrastructure of digital 
video recorders in the USA. They were 
experiencing a large number of hard drive 
failures and cumbersome software issues; 
clearly not measuring up to the company’s 
standard of safety and efficiency.

The Solution 

That same year, NAVCO analyzed Brink’s 
needs and recommend an upgrade  
program matched with national service 
and support, addressing both hard drive 
failures, uptime issues and usability. 
Soon after, Brink’s engaged NAVCO to 
develop a new corporate-wide standard 
that included enforceable 90 day retention 
parameters, 98% video uptime, reliable 
hard drive performance, and quality video 
standards for all their branch locations 
nationwide.

The Results

By 2010, NAVCO was implementing even 
newer technologies and installing up-
graded mega pixel cameras in selective 
locations. This allows Brink’s to capitalize 
on its technology investments, designed  
to keep their operations and customers 
safe with a complete record of everyone 

and every thing that enters and leaves 
their facilities.

NAVCO is Brinks trusted partner in  
providing for the design and implemen-
tation of a centralized network CCTV 
program in coordination Brinks Physical 
Security Management.

Highlights

> NAVCO is now the CCTV provider for
all locations including BGS facilities
(Brinks Global Services).

> Brinks chose NAVCO over multiple
security providers because of their
forward-thinking vision and
customer-focused solution.
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